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CHAPTER 1

THEORIES OF TRANSLATION

There are three types of theories of translation-

1) Pre-linguistic theories.

2) Linguistic theories.

3) Cultural theories.

During 1950 and 1960 systematic study of translation was begun. It was 

based on principles of linguistics. This study focused on key issues like 

meaning, equivalence and shift.

In the earlier days, translation theories were concerned with sense & 

word (interpretation and paraphrase).

In 1990, linguists showed role and importance of culture in translation. 

This study moved beyond linguistics studies and considered translation as 

rewriting.

Some select prominent theories of Translation are of-

1) Dry den

2) Catford

3) Nida

4) Susan Bassenet and Andre Levefre

5) Venuti

Dryden’s Theory of Translation

Dryden was a successor of theories presented by Chapman, 

d’Ablancourt and Denham.

But the few theories presented by the theorist during the period were 

mainly based on the ancient views of Horace and Cicero. They have not much 

added and developed in those existing theories.
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The appearance of Dry den gave a new face and momentum to the theory 

translation. He developed theory of translation elaborately.

Dryden was a poet, dramatist, and critic. He translated ancient classics 

like Ovid’s Epistles (1680), The Sylvae (1695), Examen Poeticum (1693), 

Virgil (1697).

Samuel Johnsan refers Dryden as the one ‘who gave just rules & 

examples of translation’ and refers him as law giver of English English 

Translation.

In his prefaces to translations of classics, mainly in the preface to Ovi’d 

Epistles (1680) he presented three types of translation. He reduced to all 

translations under these three heads.

1) Metaphrase 2) Paraphrase 3) Imitation

1) Metaphrase refers to turning an author word by word and line by line 

from one language into another.

2) Paraphrase refers to translation with latitude.

3) Imitation refers to presenting rewriting the text as he sees fit.

Dryden gave preference to second category- Paraphrae. Dryden 

compared role of translator with the portrait painter. Because portrait painter 

ought to paint a portrait, having a resemblance with the original.

J. C. Catford’s Translation theory

In the book ‘A Linguistic theory of Translation’, Catford analyzes what 

translation is and sets a theory of translation. His approach is analytic. At first 

he discusses ‘language’ and then he explains his idea of translation, because for 

him the act of translation is an operation which is performed on two different 

languages.
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For him Language is-

1) A type of patterned human behavior

2) A way in which human beings interact in social situation.

3) An activity related to vocal movements and actual events.

He assumes that translation may be performed between any two related 

or unrelated languages. He defines translation as, the replacement of textual 

material in one language(SL) by equivalent textual material in another 

language(TL).”

Catford uses two important terms in his definition- textual material and 

equivalent. According to Catfor d it is the central problem of translation 

practice to find TL translation equivalence. He provides some broad types of 

translation in terms of extent, levels and ranks.

#

Full

i
extent based

Partial

Types of Translation

1 i
level based rank based

{ i i *
Total Restricted Rank bound unbounded

Full - If entire text is replaced from SL to TL; he calls it a full translation. 

Partial- On the other hand during translation if some part of SI text remains 

untranslated and included as a part of T1 text, yhen it is called Partial 

translation. Sometimes to add local color items purposely used as they are. 

Total- He calls total translation as misleading term because it refers to 

translation of SL text into TL text on all levels. It refers to replacement of SL 

grammar, lexis and graphology into TL text.

Restricted- If SL text is replaced into TL text at one level, then it is a 

Restricted Translation. This level may be phonological or graphological. Even 

restricted translation refers to replacement of SL grammar by TL grammar but
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with no replacement of lexis and replacement of TL lexis with TL lexis but 

with no replacement of grammar.

Rank bound- Rank Bound translation refers to translation between same 

ranked SL texts into TL text i.e. sentence to sentence, word to word/group to 

group.- Unbounded- Unbounded translation is popularly named as free 

translation, where equivalents freely shunt up and down.

Catford was interested in exploring the potential.

“Catford, while elucidating his theories of translation in the light of

linguistic principles, focuses on the methods and strategies to be adopted by a 

translator at the phonological, grammatical and syntactic levels. Keeping his 

emphasis that there could be no one to correspondence between any two levels 

in the forefront, he also explains how ‘rank shifts’ could be effected in 

translation.”

i) A shift within the same level for instances in the semantic itself when 

concepts like valour and chastity, differing from culture to culture and time to 

time are to be translated.

ii) Shift from one level to another, for example, morphemic to syntactic.

As Catford argues, what is expressed by the original author in a single 

morpheme might require one full sentence for a translator.”

I am agree with Catford’s view. Translator cannot all the time translate 

within the boundries of a particular rank. While translating the select short 

stories I really experienced the same.

Nida’s Theory of Translation-

Eugene Nida, was a linguist. He began his career with American Bible 

Society (ABS). He worked as Associate Secretaiy for Translation until his 

retirement. His theories are mainly based upon the problems he faced during 

the translation of Bible. His theory is most comprehensive while formulating 

theory of translation, he considered linguistic, semantic, communicative theory
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and anthropology. Nida’s ‘Science of Translating’ gives importance to the 

communicative approach of meaning. He provides the communicative frame 

which is a vital aspect of his theory. He gives a reference of a monolingual 

normal communication situation and then he states that translation is 

‘interlingual act’. He considered translation as complex communicative process 

comprising two alternative processes of encoding and decoding.

S- Source, M- Message, R- Receiver of message.

In this process, of communication culture plays important role. The 

sender and receiver of message share the same culture.

According to him,

“Translation is not a process of matching surface forms by rules of 

correspondence but rather a more complex procedure involving analysis, 

transfer and restructuring.”

With his translation theories Eugene Nida left powerful impression on 

lingusistics, especially his idea of Dynamic and Formal equivalence is 

remarkable. He also developed a new technique to seek equivalence. This 

technique is called Componential-analysis. It suggests split words into 

components to help to determine equivalence in translation, (e. g . bachelor^ 

male+unmarried)

Nida has considered three basic factors while putting forth the difference 

in translation-

1) The Nature of message

2) The purpose of author/ translator

3) The type of audience
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He said that there is nothing which may be called identical equivalent,

so he suggested another term- Closest natural equivalence. He holds the view

that no translation can be exact equivalent of its original, because all types of 

translation involves-

i) Loss of information.

ii) Addition of information

iii) Skewing of information

Eugene Nida gave a model of translation process illustrates the stages 

involved-

SOURCE LANGUAGE 
TEXT

RECEPTOR LANGUAGE 
TRANSLATION

ANALYSIS RECONSTRUCTING

TRANSFER I
For example,

S L RECEPTOR

LANGUAGE

Hello NAMASKAR/RAMRAM

Friendly Greeting on arrival

forms of greetings available

TRANSFER
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According to Nida, the three stages- analysis, Transfer and 

Reconstructing are involved in the translation. In the first stage analysis, he 

considers grammatical relationship between constituent parts, the referential 

meanings of the semantic units and connotative values of the grammatical 

structure and semantic units.

In the second stage transfer, the analyzed SL text is transferred in the 

mind of translator into the TL.

In the third and final stage of Restructuring- the transferred material is 

reconstructed in the TL.

Though Nida’s theory is linguistic one, he admits the important role of 

culture . He calls translation as much more complex communicative process 

which includes, alternating processes of encoding and decoding.

The term equivalence is one of the most important key terms in 

translation theories. This term gave birth to many controversies. Eugene 

Nida’s theory of Dynamic equivalence or Functional Equivalence reveals the 

importance of transferring meaning, not grammatical form. He discussed the 

term translation and various complexities.

In the book‘The Theory and Practice of Translation’, Nida says that 

translators were not able to convey the message of the Bible. He mentioned that 

two different approaches suggested two different methods for translation. The 

older approach gave importance to form. They tried to reproduce stylistically; 

on the contrary the new approach gave importance to the response of the 

receptor.

The idea of formal equivalence centers of the form and contort of the 

message of SL. In other words it is reproduction of grammatical units, 

consistency in word usage and meanings in terms of the source context.

The term Dynamic Equivalence or Functional Equivalence aims at 
complete naturalness of expression.

Eugene Nida’s theory is basically related to two items, form and effect. 
He expressed the impossibility of achieving a translation that includes both.
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This theory of Dynamic equivalence gives importance you transferring 

meaning, not grammatical form.

Susan Bassnett’s Theory of Translation-

Susan Bassnett highlights the importance of knowledge of culture or 

role of culture in the process of translation. Andre Levefere and Susan Bassnett 

in the year 1990 move the theory of translation beyond the linguistic studies 

and compares SLT/TLT to examine the way culture effects translation,

The book, ‘Translation, History and Culture’ takes into account the 

influence of the publishing industry on ideology. It discusses feminist writing 

and, examines translation in the context of colonization.

While discussing the topic ‘Translating prose’ in the book ‘ Translation 

Studies’ she says that , as novel seems simpler in structure than poetry, it is 

consequently easier to translate. She has observed the method of translation of 

prose used by students. She mentions that they simply open the SL text and 

begin at the beginning, without considering how that opening section relates to 

the structure of the book as a whole. For her content cannot be separated from 

form. At the same time previous close reading of the SL text and study is 

necessary for translator.

To prove her statement she has given an example- an extract, the 

opening of The Magic Mountain translated by H. T. Lowe-Porter ( page no 

110) and discussed the problems with this translation against the original 

German text, and the extent of the distance between the SL and TL versions.

Sussan Bemett along with Harish Trivedi, in Post colonial Translation: 

Theory and Practice (1959) calls translation as an unequal struggle between 

various smaller languages and English.
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Andre Levefre
Andre Levefre (1945-19996) was a translation theorist. He looked at 

translation as a form of rewriting produced and read with a set of ideological 

and political constraints within the target language cultural system. He thought 

translation is form of rewriting. In order to prove the power of rewriting he 

gives example of the Greek Classics, which were rewritten repeatedly.

While talking about task of translator in his book ‘Translating Poetry: 

Seven Strategies and Blue Print’ translators mentions that he has to replace all 

the variations from SL text to TL text.

“The translation task is precisely to render the source text, the originally 

author’s interpretation of a given theme expressed in a number of variations, 

accessible to reader not familiar with these variations by replacing the original 

authors variations with their equivalents in a different language, time, place and 

tradition. Particular emphasis must be given to the fact that the translator has to 

replace all the variations contained in the source text by their equivalents”.

Lawrence Venuti

He stresses the need to widen the boundaries of translation stidies and 

consider cultural issues as a major part of the translation. Translation: Towards 

an Ethics of a difference deals with ideas Domestication and Foreigrization i. 

e. the relationship between SL and TL on the basis of culture.

According to Lawrence Venuti, “every translator should look at the 

translation process through the prism of culture which refracts the source 

language cultural norms and it is the translator’s task to convey them, 

preserving their meaning and foreignness; to the target language text. Every 

step in the translation process- from the selection of foreign texts to the 

implementation of translation strategies to the editing, reviewing and reading of 

translations- is mediated by the diverse cultural values that circulate in the 
target language.”
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Edwin Gentzler has analyzed Lawrence Venuti’s views about translation 

in the book “Contemporary Translation Theories”. He pointed out important 

aspects of Venuti’s works-theories of Translation

Venuti’s theories presents certain novel ideas-He thinks, Translators are 

judged to be successful when they read “fluently”. This fluently means the 

quality of the translated text which gives no appearance that they have not 

been translated. Translations are expected to give the appearance of original. 

He thinks two fold problems arouse in this situation. The first problem he 

mentions is of marginalizing translator. It makes the translator subservient to 

the author, and also defines their practice as derivative and secondary. It places 

translation far below from creative writing.

Secondly it erases the linguistic and cultural differences of the foreign 

text that the very act of translation supposed to carry over into the receiving 

culture.

Venuti innovated the dichotomy between domestication and 

foreignization as the ethical choice for translators to make. Domestication 

means making the text closely confirm to the culture of the T. language. It 

creates possibility of information.

Foreignization is the strategy of retaining information from the SL text 

and it purposely breaks the conventions of target language to preserve meaning. 

In simple words, Domestication refers to making the SL text domestic to TL 

text, on the other hand foreignization refers to the quality of belonging to the 

SL text.

He observed the theory and practice of English language translation and 

found that it is dominated by submission domestication. He criticizes 

translators who give priority to the domestication policy for reducing the 

cultural value of the SL text. Venuti advocates the foreignization strategy, for 

him adequate translation would be the one, which highlight the foreigness of 

the source text and show the differences.
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2)

The second diagram shows total opposite situation, where in terms of 

culture the TL literature is more active. He further explains this by giving the 

example of an author, who is forced to remain the boundaries of his/her 

national literature, where he/she may not be able to gain the some prominence 

or stature which the author might win, after getting translated into.

The third diagram shows a kind of neutral situation where SL literature 

and TL literature are evenly balanced in terms of cultural levels and 
activations.

This diagram refers a situation where we do not find any shift the SL or 

enrichment of TL literature.
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For Venuti, the domestication method is,

“An ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target language cultural 

values, bringing the author back home.”

A Chinese Postgraduate student, He Xianbian in his article gives 

reference of Venuti’s e-mail to himself where Venuti said that, foreignization 

can take a number of different forms, close adherence to the foreign text.

Abhay Maurya in his article mentions that- 

“To explain the relationship between SL text and its culture and TL culture 

and literature of TL, theoreticians have presented three situations, in order to 

explain them further, they have also provided diagrams”

This diagram indicates the situation when the SL text is culturally more 

active than the inner culture of a TL text. The original TL text tends to create a 

definite impact on the TL literature.
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While discussing Nida’s theory of translation specifically the stage of 

Analysis (SL text’s) Professor Maya Narkar notes, “He (Nida) borrowed from 

structural semantics.”

Componential analysis (Goods enough) 1956 and territorial approach 

which is associated with Jost Trier in 1920.

It defines semantic relations as involving juxtaposition, inclusion, 

overlapping and polarity.

Hie translator analyses the SL with reference to its grammatical and 

semantic structures and reduces the surface structures to their Kernel level.

Anton Popovich- (1933- 1984)

He was a fundamental Slovak translation scientist and text theoretician. 

He wrote book named, Theory of artistic translation in 1975, in which he 

applied semiotic theory to the study of translation. He considered translation as 

metacommunication. He coined new terms for source text and source text as 

Proto text and Meta text.

The selection of the text is one of the most important parts in the 

translation process. Anton Popovich also gives stress on this aspect. He says,

“___the selection of text for translation is as important as selection of theme

by author of original.”

According to him, selection of text is ‘meeting point of some external 

and inner strategies of translator’

External strategies means in simple words objective, factors like social, 

cultural, political, literary and economic factors.

Inner strategies means Subjective factor.

Apart from these strategies conductiveness of the target literary culture 

is also important one.
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The present research is about translation of Marathi short stories ,so I 

have also considered opinions of Marathi translators.

Sunilkumar Lawate a well known Marathi writer ,who has translated a 

few stories of V.S.Khandekar thinks translation is a creative task, and also 

mentions that sense for sense is ideal way of translation in an informal talk with 

researcher. In a book “Bhashantarmimansa” various writers ,critics and 

translators have expressed their opinions about translation, process of 

translation and problems in translation.

Uma Kulkami, a well known translator in Marathi has shared 

experiences and problems that she faced during translation of some Kannada 

novels into Marathi in the article “ Kannad- Marathi anuvad:ek anubhav”.

She tells the readers about certain techniques used by her to overcome those 

problems.

SFpfR cfiTcfRT MPTT 3T5WuffcR i?TcT WRT

*. 3#f WfPTRRT STJETTC WT3T TTFT Mt. (r^TT AftdR

m\6\<\4\ w T^rjt-cjicHi^R Mo* ^35.) m Mt 3^4 km 1 
3rgrarcng& ww 3#t 3T%Rt Mpft wmr Mr 
ttM wft 3#t dim m

MMflTWTT rTcSfZtfT RcrM sld) 3T%

FcT cRMMiT 3TfTO r^TT faftre 3T?f

3. Mr iterr Mioira ip wNi #j?f sn^Ricr srgM sn^rr, 
Mr ip / ip Mr hw tM Mr mt fMnrM w^/ 

M Mr Mt w
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x. Jjos fM srr w wm mm\ <tor tot, rrt to to 

3m wi m toto, to toto mtoto tot tor Rito. 

Q5^5cT^TcpNft tot WRTt 3RTT#=r 3Rlt Wt 3-lCT^

WRTt to tot -^cjU-qi^ TTIW ^ 3RRt. 3R. topr\ to\ 

'wrim', ‘toto, ttot', ‘fRto'WT’, A cRRlto RRt

R>Wpt 3|3eto tod M ?Rt eft *Jc5 'tolto tostot tot.

As a translator she thinks ,

5>. Tito dRSRjtol 3RpTR t 3\T^R 3RRt 3TlfuT 31^WT ?R

fdfto t^isgcft^n 'y^taiui Rpf WdldT RTWt. t*R5 tocto fto 

- ftofd ?to cR1 ST^R^TW to RRFfT ^¥t to| RdR 

totd.

3. Tito 3TTfoT to Sl^lR'd WRT Rjyf RR to"

tot. t¥f7 todT ttt 3FJRR to?, 3jto tor cJHdi #cTT?T.

3. 3^pR ^Ee^TcR tototo to to to stot <R top tor 

toR-to^ ^^TR OTTcT to SRpTRto tolFR tot WT 

3Tt9rt Trto to tot tot.

*. ^ tototot tor R^cftltot to 3trt tor 3nw

dT55deRTgt 3{^K RRT 3cRdt, t to 3R?t to SRJdltot ^o5

toto wr to rtr to.

H. m ttoed srrrwt wr tot, srtt ^i^dtoi

sr^dRRzrr tot a^RRie^r t tto ^Rtor^r WcRtot to 

ftolto cR 3RJdR 3Tte RRto to ?FRTt, 3RTT WT ST^Rd 3TT%- 

3R. ‘to to' RT 3RjdR W RRT ttoTcRRT toR^TRrTWTT

• ■>-'.Si;i Vv h’■'’ :'
yi-ii’^AJl 4JIAl^»^v* *-“*'•* ’''w6k
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#4Tj14h jii4) *p<qi4 4rt Ptoil4 3nfoT to^i toitoi #KiiJcj^i ’

-4 totor tor wir wi w[.

In the same book in in an article “Ba.igla -Marathi Bhashantarachya 

Nimitttane ” Veena Alase has presented principles of translation.

\. TOT 4 ^TO: 3R# 3nfR TOTTO #®TO TOR TOT 4<sK'<a#

TOR#. TOJR TOTTO TORT 3TJTO TO TO 3R#

tot fro to# tot f4w toto#4 #§toto tot rt## srrrot

#4 TO TOM' 3TT# 3R1$ cl TO# TO# TO RT## 5Tlf|TONf 

3T3TO TOTO 3R# (TO RT#T WT 3T3TO TOT TOM.

3# 4# 4 to4 fUroe to 3# wtotrt 4 tort to-r4r4

TO# TO#. 3# TO 3##%cT TOT T#4. TOW TOT 

3T#--TO##TO tort: !Jo5 #4r TO~3Tf#TORT#T R# ##TO 

3Rt4.

3. 3TTO 3Tfd--#TO4# TORRT# TO TO# 3T^TO TOOTOT 3#R TO 

TO## TOite TOTTO? TO #35 3# R TOT R# TOFTOKT #TO

totto? to 4tot.

X. 3TOT, 3T3TOT fTO# 3RTOR 5p5 R#R# TOftTO TOT:# TOT

4to# TOfT #4. 3TTTOT TOR 3#RTO TO RT#T 3qRTR TOTORT 

3TTO? TO R#R# TOT# TOM# fTOTT 31#?# #44 TOWRT 

RTTOTO fTORTt.

V TORR TORHT 3TOTOTO#TO RTTOT4 #4, 44 RTTOT4 fTOTO TOT?

tor4 tot# (4 4444rt sgror rto* r4 ^cs #ito# 4 4#4
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quiet skrtIf t Rim tfr ?rt fit g^r fRiRT rtr wr

#Tt Rft RT^t RPR *R ^3F R^qRS RTRRFltcT 3MFMRI % RKRIR 

RRWTt WcRR Wit.

^c5 '€lfB?qm 3#R2RrM Rft #5t 3^ cftWT #T WRRftt

f?m Rfefrpt R^t 3TqI%l4 RRF ■SR RR#R FP# cR *ft 

FltRIRFt 3#F eft ^pPTcT tdltt R- fl# 3TOWt R*JR

RRit. 3RT. FlftcR 3^R|Rd RRRTRT RRI7R t ^PTT

sn4?ft^ 4t<4faitci rri4 mz -mm rtrrpt rri4. w

SR^R ttctsiM R WtR yHI^I'Hhl 3TRTt F4tRTc5 r>*h IRFRR

mvh&t rnf r4. ft#r *ptrt rt wRtftcr t ^ wtR>R<t rrrtIf

t ftdt FlWf RJJR RRltcT.

R. *$Z RTftcRRTR rIfM WfmZS RRRrRRT 71^ RJ^ W *R#RR5 

RRIRt.

3#iw^ftt r RRRft Rifw, ^i^Rch r wfRR 3t4 rpjr tn^rraTBl 

RRT Rl4R}F FTltcR 3^c|fRd RRIRt 3R|f c^TT H&'lltfltf *Mf$5R>, 

FTRlfRRi R FRRlfa qRR^dl4 fRIRTR ^ RIFR tMRTIBt 3Mm t 

Wf-FlftW 3TWRTlt.

V 3^5RTR ^ ^nflw TJo5 Rltc^t Wit RT# RTRF RT^t, SRfTT 

Rlfirqidl 3RJRTR RRIRT Rlt RIF Rt WT TFT ItdKid WTRT. srjRTRRITRt 

^Tt RTHcR fRRSTt Rt W WrRRfr RTR 3Tlt. fRlfrdaWl Wl^ldl 

gWd RIR% FlftcRJOT RF## FTftcR Rd'Set cR ^allrl^l 

Rf^ftdT RIR ^WRMI RR?R RIF r4. ggRI'R W
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3rr% w dM st qrficdcpl sht^icm m\

m3 mm dfc mm 33.
10 .^cJ^i'l^l RTftcddjcMe? qt qfcFT tif^JTiTT 3R# dt ?Rdd 3R[drfdd

m33 ^tdt 3 dTdt, t wrt. mm ^ ^
■^I^H:cU *Jc5 qrftcdd? eft fdZd OTdt d Sgdlfdd m33 3M^d> ^

terc mm m3 wm 3 3 mt ^ wt. m^mf3 mfwm%m 
^rcdRT m3 wms d m3t dft t dddHT wrt

mm wicft m3 mm mwg3 wmr d3M 3.
All these suggestions are certainly useful to a new translator .These 

suggestions are outcome of actual practice of translation followed by 

meticulous contemplation.


